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Abstract
The main result of this article is the determination of the minimal size
for the general case of problems with two identical patches. This solution
is presented in the explicit form, which allows to recuperate all the cases
found in the literature as particular cases, namely, one isolated fragment, one
single fragment communicating with its neighborhood, a system with two
identical fragments isolated from the matrix but mutually communicating
and a system of two identical fragments inserted in a homogeneous matrix.
It is also addressed the new problem of a single fragment communicating
with the matrix, with different life difficulty of each side. As application, it
is found that the internal condition a0 can set which system is the worst to
life. This prediction confirms and extends the prediction already found in
the literature between isolated and non-isolated systems.
Keywords: Crossing-effect, FKPP equation, Fragmented System,
Population dynamics, General minimal size of two identical patches.
1. Introduction
Populations living in one [13] or more [11] fragments have been the subject
of study in many natural sciences, in particular Ecology [5]. In fact, natural
scientists such as physicists [1, 9], mathematicians [3, 6] and others [16] have
been studied models that can describe, with some degree of approximation,
the real phenomenon.
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The study of fragmented regions problem was started by Skellam [16],
which proposed a solitary fragment which can harbor life within the patch but
makes it impossible for live to exist outside it. This problem was improved by
Ludwig et all [12]. They introduced a non hard region outside the patch to
the Skellam problem. Then, in the Ludwig problem, the population in study
can go outside the island, but can not live there forever. The improvement
of Ludwig et all brought the need of an smaller fragment than the one found
by Skellam to enable stable life in the system with only one fragment. The
natural sequence to Ludwig work is the introduction of another fragment
in the system. Now, we have two fragments communicating by a region
not favorable to life, but not infinitely hard, in such a way that is possible
population elements pass from one fragment to the other. In this sense,
there are previous studies for the implicit form to minimal size fragments
that enables life for a more general case [14]. The explicit form for this
minimal size was presented by Kenkre and Kumar [7] to the case where the
life difficulty was the same outside the system and between the patches.
The predictions proposed above were found in one dimension, where the
focus was just with the minimum length for life existence. In two dimensions,
the study would concern the minimal area [2] and it would be necessary to
explore the geometry of the fragment [7], which would result in another scope
of work, not addressed in this paper. All cases mentioned previously used
[4] Fisher-Kolmogorov-Petrovskii-Piskunov (FKPP) equation to describe the
behavior of a population density u(x, t), in the time (t), moving in the space
(x), governed by the growth rate a and contained by the saturation rate b.
In one-dimensional it is given by
∂u
∂t
= D
∂2u
∂x2
+ a(x)u− bu2, (1)
where D is the diffusion coefficient. Parameter a is linked to the internal con-
ditions of the fragment concerning life existence and parameter b represents
a population intraspecific competition. It defines the maximum population
that can occupy a specific fragment. Parameter b is closely linked to the
carrying capacity.
2. The model
The article’s propose is to solve the general case of two identical patches
- see Fig. (1a) - and recover several cases addressed in the literature. In
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addition, it is found the minimal size to a single non symmetric patch capable
of sustaining life. The also discuss the particularities that emerge from a
fragment with different condition to life difficulty of each side of the matrix
- see Fig. (1b).
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Figure 1: Representation of two identical patches with length L and internal condition a0
immersed in a matrix with life difficulty h, separated by a region with life difficulty p and
(a) of length s that (b) approaches a non symmetric single patch when s→∞.
The Eq. (1) does not have general solution for a arbitrary function a(x) at
any time t. A well known method [7, 12, 14] used to find a critical condition to
life existence is to suppress the nonlinear term −u2. It gives a linear partial
differential equation. It is then possible to use the separation of variables
method, assuming that u(x, t) = Φ(x)ψ(t) and finding a ordinary differential
equation (ODE) for ψ(t) with respect to time and a ODE for Φ(x) with
respect to space.
The resulting spatial ODE can be written as follow:
D
d2Φ
dx2
+ a(x)Φ = 0. (2)
where it has set the separation constant to zero in order to obtain the smallest
fragment size that satisfy the boundary and continuity conditions.
By choosing the function a(x) as a piecewise constant, the Eq. (2) can
be solved easily in any constant piece. It describes a heterogeneous region
[7, 8, 10, 14], where a(x) > 0 represents a patch (life region) and a(x) < 0
represents a dead region. Note that there are space heterogeneities, but
the condition inside each patch is homogeneous, outside the conditions are
homogeneous too. Then, there are only abrupt changes in the environment
condition and this occurs in the frontiers between a patch and a death region.
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The generalization of two communicating identical patches is represented by
Fig. (1a).
The main mathematical propose of this paper is to find the explicit form
of minimum size to each fragment, represented in Fig. (1a), that enables
stable life existence inside the patch. To reach the goal, it will not seek
the solution to the linear equation (Eq. 2), because it does not reflect the
nonlinear equation (Eq. 1). The later should be the one used as a model
to describe the full problem in question. Instead, the goal is to use the
linear equation to find the size of the minimal fragment, from boundary and
continuity conditions, following the ideas of Ludwig et all and their successors
[7, 12, 15].
These conditions are applied only for the positive values of x (x = s
and x = L+ s) because, from symmetry, the negative side returns the same
conditions. In order to simplify the notation, it is introduced
αa =
√
a
D
, ∀a. (3)
Solutions to Eq. (2) are:
ΦI(x) = A cosh (αpx), in region I (−s < x < s); (4)
ΦII(x) = B cos (αa0x+ φ), in region II (s < x < L+ s); (5)
ΦIII(x) = Ce
−αhx, in region III (x > L+ s). (6)
Next, it is imposed the matching condition upon Φ(x) at each boundary.
In fact:
• At x = s, the condition is given by ΦII(s) = ΦI(s), then:
B cos (αa0s+ φ) = A cosh (αps). (7)
• At x = L+ s, the condition ΦII(L+ s) = ΦIII(L+ s) gives:
B cos (αa0L+ αa0s+ φ) = Ce
−αh(L+s). (8)
Not only the function Φ(x) should be continuous but also its derivative.
Hence:
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• In x = s, immediately:
−Bαa0 sin (αa0s+ φ) = Aαp sinh (αps). (9)
• In x = L+ s:
−Bαa0 sin (αa0L+ αa0s+ φ) = −Cαhe
−αh(L+s). (10)
Dividing Eq. (9) by Eq. (7), it follows:
−αa0 tan (αa0s+ φ) = αp tanh (αps)⇒
−αa0s− φ = arctan
[
αp
αa0
tanhαps
]
. (11)
Dividing Eq. (10) by Eq. (8), it results:
−αa0 tan (αa0L+ αa0s+ φ) = −αh ⇒
αa0L+ αa0s+ φ = arctan
(
αh
αa0
)
. (12)
Eqs. (11) and (12) can be added. The convenient form of the result from
this operation is:
L =
1
αa0
{
arctan
(
αh
αa0
)
+ arctan
[
αp
αa0
tanhαps
]}
, (13)
which can be rewritten in terms of the initial variables as
Lph =
√
D
a0
{
arctan
(√
h
a0
)
+ arctan
[√
p
a0
tanh
(
s
√
p
D
)]}
. (14)
Subscript ph is only to identify the general expression for minimal size
of one patch in a system of two identical patches - Eq. (14) - as well as the
others subscripts that appear below to identify the different particular cases
of minimal size L.
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3. Results and Analysis
The expression (14) is one of the main results in this work. It is a gen-
eralization of all the problems of systems with one patch or two identical
patches. It is possible to recover all the particular cases of literature from
this equation. If h and p go to infinity, Skellam [16] result is recovered. If
a finite value is chosen to h = p and s → ∞, Ludwid et all formula [12] is
recovered. Choosing p and s as any finite values and h → ∞, Pamplona et
all [15] prediction is obtained. Choosing finite values to s and h = p, Kenkre
and Kumar [7] result is recovered. See the resume in table 1.
Table 1: Particular cases for minimum size of patches found in the literature.
Problem Minimum size of fragments Choice
Skellam
[16]
Lsi = pi
√
D
a0
p→∞
h→∞
Ludwig
[12]
Lsn = 2
√
D
a0
arctan
√
h
a0
h = p
s→∞
Pamplona
[15]
Ldi =
√
D
a0
{
pi
2
+ arctan
[√
p
a0
tanh
(
s
√
p
D
)]}
h→∞
Kenkre
[7]
Ldh =
√
D
a0
{
arctan
√
h
a0
+ arctan
[√
h
a0
tanh
(
s
√
h
D
)]}
h = p
After re-obtaining several known cases on the literature with the general
result, let us turn to the new problem: a single patch with different boundary
conditions on each end, i.e. a problem without a symmetric form, such as the
one presented in Fig. (1b). For this case, the minimal size can be obtained
directly from Eq. (14) by taking the limit s→∞, namely,
Lsph =
√
D
a0
{
arctan
(√
h
a0
)
+ arctan
(√
p
a0
)}
. (15)
With the Eq. (15) it is possible to obtain the minimal size for a semi
isolated fragment taking the limit h→∞. This result is:
Lspi =
√
D
a0
{
pi
2
+ arctan
(√
p
a0
)}
. (16)
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Eq. (16) is in accordance with the previous prediction in [15] as well as
with Ludwig et all formula (Table 1). This result also enables the confirma-
tion of Pamplona et all [15] prediction about the isolation effects. Moreover,
it extends the validity of this phenomenon to non isolated systems - see Fig.
(2).
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Figure 2: Plots of minimum size of only one patch versus growth rate (a0) for the following
cases: the both sides of the patch are isolated (Lsi); one side is isolated and the other one
communicates with the matrix (Lspi); the both sides are non isolated and have the same
external life difficulty (Lsn, h = 15) and the both sides are non isolated and have different
external life difficulty (Lsph, h = 100) at each side. The plots to Lspi and Lsph use the
same value p = 1.
Fig. (2) shows the crossing of Lsh curve with Lspi and Lsph curves. The
crossing of Lspi with Lsh confirms the result of Pamplona et all [15]: the
semi-isolation leads to a high dependence of the minimum fragment size
on its internal conditions. This result was found by Pamplona et all for a
system of two patches with a relief in the region between them. The novelty
presented here is the elimination of the parameter s, the length of separation
between patches. Now there is no doubt that this effect does not need the
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separation between the patches. Actually, it does not need the existence of
two (neighbors) patches.
For the crossing-effect to appear, it is necessary a relief on some end, but
the other boundary does not need to be isolated. The crossing of Lsh and
Lsph in Fig. (2) shows this clearly. In other words, for this effect to appear,
it is required fragment Lsph to have one side with a relief (p = 1 - small life
difficulty) and the other side with a big life difficulty (h = 100) while the other
fragment has to have the both sides with middle life difficulty (h = 15). In
the last case, both sides don’t need to have the same life difficulty condition.
For example, crossing-effect exists between two Lsph curves, one with h = 100
and p = 1 and other one with h = 20 and p = 10. The curve Lsph with h = 20
and p = 10 was not plotted in Fig. (2) because it would be very close to the
Lsn curve with h = 15.
The case of only one isolated fragment is yet the worst to life existence,
once it needs the larger size of fragment in all cases. This is because it is not
possible to insert a relief in any part without the loss of the system properties.
In the case of an isolated system with two patches, the relief is the region
between them.
Conclusion
This paper confirms the break down [15] of the paradigm [7, 12, 14] that
isolated systems is always worst to life than a non isolated systems. It also
introduces a new conception for the analysis of minimal size of fragments,
namely, a fragment can be bigger or smaller than other one for a specific set
of external conditions of fragments, depending only on the internal condition
of the fragments, that is the same for both. In other words: take a patch 1
(or system of patches) with a set 1 of parameters to external conditions and
internal condition a0 that need size L1 to enable stable life inside it. Take a
patch 2 (or system of patches) with a different set 2 of parameters and the
same internal condition of patch 1 (a0), that need size L2 to enable stable
life inside it. If specific sets of parameters (set 1 and set 2) are chosen. Then,
L1 is bigger than L2 for small values of a0 and L1 is smaller than L2 for high
values of a0.
This result was found in a previous paper [15] for isolated system of two
fragments with a relief in the difficulty life condition - the region between
the patches. Here, this result is expanded for fragments semi-isolated or
totally non-isolated of the external region, leading to the conclusion that
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this phenomenon is not an effect of isolation, although the effect is linked to
the disparity of the external conditions. This extension is possible due to Eq.
(14), the central analytic result of this paper, which generalizes a system of
two identical fragments and presents the minimal size for one non-symmetric
fragment as a particular case - Eq. (15).
The existence of the crossing-effect in systems of finite external condi-
tions introduces a bigger applicability and facility of verification in the phe-
nomenon, once it is not simple to find or construct real systems with infinite
parameters, because infinite is, almost always, a mathematical concept with
difficult implementation.
The high dependence of the minimum fragment size on its internal condi-
tion brings up concern on this condition in the context of extinction, stable
life in a patch or other effects linked to criticality context.
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